
DaaS

Your people must have IT hardware 
(laptops, desktops, monitors) to do 
their job. You (and they!) don’t have 
to have problems.

If your IT endpoints are just one 
continual, costly headache. 

If you’re tired of pouring money 
into hardware and support with 
no certainty of outcome 
or performance.

And if just “getting things right” 
seems an endless process, 
endlessly consuming IT resources, 
business cashflow, C-level 
attention, you need F12 DaaS.

Finally, more benefits, less 
headaches from endpoint 
computer hardware.
F12 DaaS changes the game for organizations when it 
comes to deploying, using and maintaining IT endpoints 
— by eliminating the need to ever worry about it at all.
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Benefits of 
F12 DaaS 

angle-right No capital expenditures
angle-right Control expenses and 

smooth your cashflow
angle-right No management 

headaches
angle-right No consumption of 

scarce IT resources
angle-right Scale without 

disrupting operations
angle-right Less expense and strain 

than doing it yourself

What IT endpoints 
can I get through 
F12 DaaS?

Laptops

Monitors

Desktops

PeripheralsF12 DaaS: simple and 
inexpensive IT endpoint 
provisioning and management

F12 DaaS (Device-as-a-Service) 
completely takes on the provision, 
upgrade and replacement of all 
your IT endpoints. It:

angle-right Provides all your IT endpoints on 
a revolving three-year lifecycle.

angle-right Includes software installation, 
plus add-ons and upgrades.

angle-right Covers immediate replacement 
in case of equipment failure.

angle-right Includes end-of-life secure 
data destruction.

angle-right Includes select Enterprise-
grade HP and Apple equipment

All for one simple monthly fee.



Rapid device replacement

We maintain strategic reserves of 
stock across Canada. Replacements 

are always at hand for an immediate 
swap-out in an emergency so your 

staff can get back on the job quickly 
— even for mass equipment loss 

events such as theft or fire.

Standardization

Get the best equipment automatically 
refreshed and replaced every three years. 
Because we purchase in bulk, you get 
top-tier IT endpoints without paying the 
leading-edge premium. What’s more, 
with everyone on the same gear, flexible 
work arrangements become easier. And 
it vastly simplifies IT troubleshooting.
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F12 has been creating streamlined technology solutions for 
more than 20 years. F12 is a leader in managed IT services for 
Canadian-based small and medium enterprises. F12 distils 
complex infrastructure, support, cloud, cybersecurity, and 
software licensing into turnkey service bundles for its clients.

About F12

Scalability

F12 DaaS scales effortlessly with your 
business. New staff? We’ll supply all the 
endpoints they need. If it’s a promotion 
and they need premium equipment for 
the role, we’ll handle that too! And you 
can add equipment at the same monthly 
rate with no effect on your existing terms 
of engagement.

Flat monthly service fee

We pay for and supply all the equipment; 
you only pay for its use. F12 carries all the risk 
of device-related issues and you strengthen 

control over your cashflow by eliminating 
lumpy, unexpected IT equipment charges 

and capital expenditures. Free-up cash (and 
credit) for other business investment while 
treating your IT equipment as an operating 

expense for tax purposes. 

F12 DaaS: 
Four reasons more companies are 
choosing F12 DaaS for endpoints

F12 
DaaS

Why Operations Managers 
love F12 DaaS

angle-right No more sub-standard equipment

angle-right Immediate equipment replacement 

angle-right No onboarding delays due to 
waiting for equipment

angle-right Get staff back on the job faster 

Why C-level Executives 
love F12 DaaS

angle-right Much lower TCO 

angle-right Fixed, predictable cost

angle-right No capital expenditure on 
software or hardware

angle-right Stop managing IT and start 
managing the business

Why HR and IT Managers  
love F12 DaaS

angle-right No need to manage or maintain 
hardware and software

angle-right Focus internal IT on application 
and end-user experience

angle-right Get off the upgrade 
merry-go-round

Your people will love F12 DaaS


